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Abstract. The paper presents a Kripke semantics for a multi-agent generalization of Levesque’s logic
of “only knowing”. We prove soundness and completeness and show that the logic has the Finite model
property. The logic satisfies a Modal reduction theorem to the effect that any complex syntactical
representation can be syntactically reduced to a provably equivalent form which directly reflects all the
models of the representation. The model theory is illustrated by means of an example of supernormal
defaults in a multi-agent language.

1 Introduction

Multi-agent belief logics can be viewed as systems designed for the representation of representations
(or languages) that agents use for reasoning about other agents’ cognitive states. A multi-agent
only knowing system has language constructs for representing upper and lower bounds of beliefs;
it thereby has constructs for expressing the exact content of an agent’s belief state. The concept
of only knowing has been studied by van der Hoek and Jaspars [4], who analyze the concept in
relation to a number of epistemic systems. “Only knowing” based on K45 as the underlying system
is, however, of particular interest since this system is capable of representing defeasible patterns of
reasoning in a multi-agent context.

Generalizing the only knowing system of Levesque [6] to the multi-modal case is a non-trivial
task; the tricky part of this is hidden in an axiom (which we shall refer to as the ♦-axiom) to the effect
that ♦ϕ (ϕ is logically possible) is an axiom for each satisfiable, objective ϕ (“objective” because it
does not contain any modal operators). In a series of papers [5, 1–3] Halpern and Lakemeyer have
attempted to formulate an appropriate generalization of this axiom in a multi-modal language;
in the solution they end up with they enrich the object language with constructs for coding the
satisfiability relation into the system. They also provide their analysis with a canonical model
semantics. This semantics has, however, limited power, since the only model they allow is defined
on the uncountable set of all maximally consistent sets. In particular, they do not have the Finite
model property.

In [11] the first author introduced another generalization of the only knowing system of Levesque
[6] to the multi-modal case which does not use meta-language operators like satisfiability. He proves
consistency of the system LI by proving that a complete subset of the language has a cut-free sequent
calculus. He also proves that LI is indeed equivalent to the system that Halpern and Lakemeyer
claim is the correct multi-modal generalization of Levesque’s system for the common part of the
languages (i.e. formulae without the meta-concept operators).

The aim of this paper is to introduce a full-fledged Kripke semantics for LI . No such results have
previously been published. We first identify a kernel system of LI called ÆI ; this system is a multi-
modal generalization of the only knowing system analyzed in [7]. ÆI has a natural Kripke semantics
for which it is straightforward to show soundness, completeness and Finite model property. We show
this in Sect. 2.
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In Sect. 3 we identify LI -models by restricting the class of ÆI-models. The constructions used
in proving completeness and Finite model property of ÆI carry over to LI , although providing the
appropriate generalizations of them is a laborious and non-trivial exercise. We prove completeness
and soundness of LI in Sect. 3.

In Sect. 4 we illustrate the power of the semantics by analyzing a representation of a multi-
agent scenario in which an agent may have simple (i.e. supernormal) default assumptions about
other agents’ beliefs. By semantical means we establish the theoremhood of some illuminating
equivalences which are not easily obtained by syntactic means.

In Sect. 5, we limit the language to finite languages, languages by means of which the Finite
model property for LI is established. A modal reduction property for LI is addressed, which states
that any “only knowing” expression is provably equivalent to a disjunction of “only knowing” ex-
pressions of a particular simple form. Each of these latter expressions provides us with an explicit
syntactical representation of a particular model of the original formula. The reduction theorem
hence provides us with a syntactical representation of all the models of a given “only knowing”
formula. The latter expressions furthermore explicitly characterize the possible cognitive states of
the agent, given the initial “only knowing” expression.

2 The Core System ÆI

2.1 Syntax of ÆI

The object language contains a stock of propositional letters, the Boolean connectives ¬ (negation),
∨ (disjunction), ∧ (conjunction), ⊃ (conditional), and ≡ (biconditional), and modal operators Ba
and Ca for each a in a non-empty index set I. The intended interpretation is that the index set I
represents the set of agents, Ba is a belief operator, and Ca a complementary co-belief operator for
agent a. We define the “all I know” modality Oa by Oaϕ = Baϕ∧Ca¬ϕ. The function of the co-belief
modality is to enable the representation of “believing a proposition ϕ at most,” captured by the
formula Ca¬ϕ. Oaϕ thus expresses limits on the belief state of agent a from two directions, i.e. a
believes at least that ϕ and a believes at most that ϕ. Further abbreviations: > is any tautology,
⊥ any contradiction, ba is ¬Ba¬, ca is ¬Ca¬, �aϕ is Baϕ ∧ Caϕ, the dual ♦aϕ is baϕ ∨ caϕ. The
intended meaning of �a is logical necessity.

A formula ϕ is a modal atom of modality a if it is of the form Baψ or Caψ for an a ∈ I. ϕ is
a completely a-modalized formula if it is a Boolean combination of modal atoms of modality a. If
J ⊆ I, ϕ is completely J-modalized if it is a Boolean combination of modal atoms of modalities in
J . ϕ is free of modality a if it is a Boolean combination of propositional letters and modal atoms
not of modality a. ϕ is a first-order formula if, for each a ∈ I and each subformula Baψ or Caψ in
ϕ, ψ is free of modality a. When a formula ϕ is written ϕ\a, it means that it is free of a. If Γ is a set
of formulae, Γ \a denotes {ϕ ∈ Γ | ϕ free of modality a}, and Sf(Γ ) denotes the set of subformulae
of the formulae in Γ . These conventions pertain in particular to languages: If L is a language, L\a

denotes the set of formulae in L free of a.
The modal depth m(ϕ) of a formula ϕ expresses the nesting of modalities for alternating agents

in ϕ. Its recursive definition is as follows. The modal depth of a purely Boolean formula is 0.
Otherwise, if ϕ is Baψ or Caψ, let Ψ be the set of modal atoms which occur as subformulae in
ψ. Then m(ϕ) is the maximal number in {m(χ) + 1 | χ ∈ Ψ and χ is not a-modalized} ∪ {m(χ) |
χ ∈ Ψ and χ is a-modalized}. Otherwise, the modal depth of ϕ is the maximal m(ψ) for a subfor-
mula ψ of ϕ. So if ϕ is purely Boolean, m(BaBaϕ) = 1, while m(BaBbϕ) = 2. That is, the function
m is defined such that the prefixing of a formula of modality a with an a-modality does not increase
the modal depth.
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The deducibility relation ’`’ of the logic ÆI is defined as the least set that contains all tautologies,
is closed under all instances of the rules

` ϕ
` �aϕ

(RN)
` ϕ ` ϕ ⊃ ψ

` ψ (MP)

and contains all instances of the following schemata:

KB : Ba(ϕ ⊃ ψ) ⊃ (Baϕ ⊃ Baψ) KC : Ca(ϕ ⊃ ψ) ⊃ (Caϕ ⊃ Caψ)

B�: Baϕ ⊃ �aBaϕ B�: ¬Baϕ ⊃ �a¬Baϕ
C�: Caϕ ⊃ �aCaϕ C�: ¬Caϕ ⊃ �a¬Caϕ
T : �aϕ ⊃ ϕ

We write ` ϕ if ϕ is theorem of ÆI , and ϕ1, . . . , ϕn ` ψ for ` (ϕ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕn) ⊃ ψ. Γ ` ϕ means
that there is a finite number of formulae γ1, . . . , γn in Γ such that γ1, . . . , γn ` ϕ. If Γ ` ⊥, Γ is
inconsistent. Otherwise Γ is consistent, written Con(Γ ). We will without reference use the well-
known principles of modal logic, especially substitution of provable equivalents, the derived rule

ϕ1, . . . , ϕn ` ψ
Baϕ1, . . . ,Baϕn ` Baψ

and the corresponding rule for Ca. We shall frequently use the fact that any formula is provably
equivalent to a first-order formula with the same modal depth (see Lemma 2 of [11]). It is easy to
prove that �a is an S5 modality.

2.2 Semantics for ÆI

A frame is a structure (W, {Ra, Sa | a ∈ I}), where W is a non-empty set of points and Ra and Sa
are binary relations satisfying the following two conditions:

(f1) Let X be either Ra or Sa and Y be either Ra or Sa or their complements Ra or Sa. Then
the composition X◦Y ⊆ Y .

(f2) Ea = Ra ∪ Sa is reflexive.

Note that in standard terminology two of the eight subconditions of (f1) state that Ra and Sa
are transitive, e.g. Ra◦Ra ⊆ Ra, while two of them state that they are Euclidean, e.g. Ra◦Ra ⊆ Ra.

Lemma 1. Ea is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Transitivity: (Ra ∪ Sa)◦ (Ra ∪ Sa) ⊆ Ra ◦Ra ∪ Ra ◦Sa ∪ Sa ◦Ra ∪ Sa ◦Sa. By (f1) each
composition is included in Ra ∪ Sa; hence Ea ◦Ea ⊆ Ea. Euclideanness: (Ra ∪ Sa)◦(Ra ∪ Sa) ⊆
(Ra◦Ra ∩Ra◦Sa) ∪ (Sa◦Ra ∩ Sa◦Sa), which, by (f1), is included in Ra ∩ Sa = Ra ∪ Sa. ut

An a-cluster is an equivalence class ofW modulo Ea. Let C be an a-cluster. We define the belief
part C+ and the co-belief part C− of C by: C+ = {x ∈ C | xRax} and C− = {x ∈ C | xSax}. C is
bisected if C+ ∩ C− = ∅.

Lemma 2. C = C+ ∪ C−.

Proof. Since Ra ∪ Sa is reflexive, either xRax or xSax. ut
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Lemma 3. Ra ∩ (C × C) = C × C+ and Sa ∩ (C × C) = C ×C−.

Proof. Let x, y ∈ C. Assume first that xRay. By Euclideanness, yRay. This shows that Ra ∩ (C ×
C) ⊆ C × C+. Conversely, assume yRay. By (f2), x, y ∈ C implies that either xRay or xSay. In
the latter case Sa◦Ra ⊆ Ra gives xRay; hence xRay in any case. Sa is treated symmetrically. ut

An ÆI-model M = (W, {Ra, Sa | a ∈ I}, V ) is a frame with a valuation function V , which maps
each propositional letter onto a subset of W . The satisfiability relation �x, x ∈W , is defined by

M �x p iff x ∈ V (p), p a propositional letter,

M �x ¬ϕ iff M 2x ϕ,
M �x Baϕ iff ∀y (xRay implies M �y ϕ),

M �x Caϕ iff ∀y (xSay implies M �y ϕ),

and in the usual way for the other Boolean connectives. The truth set of ψ in M , ||ψ||, is defined
as {x ∈ W | M �x ψ}. We write M �X ϕ iff (∀x ∈ X)(M �x ϕ). Γ � ϕ means that for all models,
ϕ is true at all points which satisfy all formulae in Γ . We will in this section refer to an ÆI -model
simply as a model. Note that by Lemma 3, each point in C can see the same points through Ra and
through Sa. Hence all points in an a-cluster C agree on every completely a-modalized formula in
every model on the frame.

A formula is valid in a frame if it is true at all points in all ÆI-models on the frame. If ϕ is valid
in all frames, we write � ϕ, and say that ϕ is valid.

We shall say that a logic has the Finite model property if its set of theorems is identical to the
set of formulae valid in all models over finite frames.

Lemma 4. Let C be an a-cluster, and let Oaϕ be true at a point in C in a model on the frame.
Then C is bisected.

Proof. Assume that C is not bisected, i.e. that there is a point x in C such that both xRax and xSax.
By assumption, Oaϕ is true at x in the assumed model. Hence �x ϕ and �x ¬ϕ. Contradiction. ut

Theorem 1. If ` ϕ then � ϕ.

Proof. Axiom T is valid by reflexivity of Ea, and the axioms B�, C�, B� and C� are valid by
corresponding conditions in (f1). The other axioms and rules are standard. ut

A set s of formulae is maximal if it is consistent, and every proper extension of it is inconsistent.
We shall without proof use Lindenbaum’s lemma: every consistent set has a maximal extension. Let
W c be the set of all maximal sets, V c(p) = {s ∈W c | p ∈ s}, where p is a propositional letter, and let
the binary relations Rca, Sca on W c be defined by: sRcat iff for all ϕ, Baϕ ∈ s implies ϕ ∈ t, and sScat
iff for all ϕ, Caϕ ∈ s implies ϕ ∈ t. The canonical model M c is defined as (W c, {Rca, Sca | a ∈ I}, V c).

Since the modalities are normal, the Truth Lemma holds: M c �s ϕ iff ϕ ∈ s. Completeness can
then be established in the usual way:

Theorem 2. ÆI is strongly complete, i.e. if Γ � ϕ then Γ ` ϕ.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that M c is a model, i.e we have to verify that M c satisfies the frame
conditions (f1) and (f2). Each subcondition of (f1) is imposed on M c by one of the axioms B�,
C�, B� and C�. (f2) is imposed by axiom T . ut
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The filtration M † = (W †, {R†a, S†a | a ∈ I}, V †) of M c through Ψ , where Ψ is a set closed under
subformulae, is defined as follows. W † is the set of equivalence classes of W c modulo ∼Ψ , where
the equivalence relation ∼Ψ on W c is defined by: s ∼Ψ t iff s ∩ Ψ = t ∩ Ψ ; the equivalence class of
s modulo ∼Ψ is denoted |s|. V † is a function which, for all propositional letters p in Ψ , satisfies:
V †(p) = {|s| | p ∈ s}. Let us say that s and t agree on a in Ψ if, for all χ,

Baχ ∈ s ∩ Ψ iff Baχ ∈ t ∩ Ψ and Caχ ∈ s ∩ Ψ iff Caχ ∈ t ∩ Ψ.

The binary relations R†a and S†a are then given by:

|s|R†a|t| iff ∀χ(Baχ ∈ s ∩ Ψ implies χ ∈ t ∩ Ψ) and s and t agree on a in Ψ ,

|s|S†a|t| iff ∀χ(Caχ ∈ s ∩ Ψ implies χ ∈ t ∩ Ψ) and s and t agree on a in Ψ .

The Filtration Theorem holds for ÆI :

Theorem 3. For all s ∈W c and ϕ ∈ Ψ , M † �|s| ϕ iff ϕ ∈ s.

Proof. By standard theory it is sufficient to show that R†a satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) if sRcat then |s|R†a|t|; (2) if |s|R†a|t| and Baϕ ∈ s ∩ Ψ , then ϕ ∈ t ∩ Ψ , and that S†a satisfies the
corresponding two conditions. R†a and S†a are clearly symmetrical, and condition (2) trivially holds
by definition of R†a. To prove that the first condition holds, assume that not |s|R†a|t|. Then either
there is a formula Baχ ∈ Ψ such that (i) Baχ ∈ s and χ 6∈ t, (ii) Baχ ∈ s and Baχ 6∈ t, or (iii)
Baχ 6∈ s and Baχ ∈ t, or there is a Caξ ∈ Ψ such that either (iv) Caξ ∈ s and Caξ 6∈ t, or (v) Caξ 6∈ s
and Caξ ∈ t. In the first case, not sRcat by definition. In the second case, not sRc

at by axiom B�, in
the third by B�, in the fourth by C�, and in the fifth case, not sRca by axiom C�. ut

Lemma 5. M † is an ÆI-model.

Proof. All subconditions of the frame condition (f1) are easily verified from the definition of R†a
and S†a; as to (f2), assume that R†a ∪ S†a is not reflexive. Then there is an s ∈ W c, and formulae
Baχ and Caξ both in s∩Ψ , such χ 6∈ s and ξ 6∈ s. But, by modal logic, both Ba(χ∨ ξ) and Ca(χ∨ ξ)
must be in s. By axiom T , (χ ∨ ξ) ∈ s, i.e. either χ ∈ s or ξ ∈ s, and we have a contradiction. ut

Theorem 4. ÆI has the Finite model property.

3 The Multi-Modal Only Knowing Logic LI

The system addressed in this section turns out to be a strict extension of ÆI . Notational warning:
Concepts which in the previous section were introduced for ÆI should in this section be understood
relative to LI , especially the provability relation `, the notion of consistency and the canonical
model M c.

3.1 Syntax of LI

System LI is defined as ÆI with axiom T replaced by the ♦-axiom:

♦aϕ is an axiom provided ϕ 6` ⊥, ϕ free of modality a.
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The ♦-axiom has a circular pattern, and an argument is needed in order to show that the circularity is
not vicious. Note, incidentally, that consistency cannot be obtained by standard semantical methods.
For to prove soundness of the ♦-axiom one needs to transform the consistency condition into a
corresponding semantical condition in terms of satisfiability and this, in turn, requires a completeness
argument. The standard way of proving completeness is via maximal consistent sets, but they can
only be used if consistency has already been established.

Consistency of LI has been established syntactically via a Cut-elimination theorem for a sequent
calculus formulation of LI [11]. It follows from the subformula property of cut-free proofs in the
sequent calculus that the multi-modal extension of the syntactical form of the ♦-axiom is indeed
well-defined.

By means of the sequent calculus the proof of the next lemma is easy; since the sequent calculus
rules are outside the scope of this paper, the proof (which uses the ♦-axiom in an essential way) is
left to the reader.

Lemma 6. Let Γ be a set of completely J-modalized formulae and ∆ be a set of formulae free of
every modality in J . If Γ and ∆ are both LI-consistent, then Γ ∪∆ is also LI-consistent.

Lemma 7. T is a theorem of LI. Hence, LI is an extension of ÆI .

Proof. We will show that the assumption that there is an instance of T that is not a theorem leads
to a contradiction. Let �aϕ ⊃ ϕ be an instance of T . We may without loss of generality assume that
�aϕ is first-order and hence that ϕ is free of modality a. By assumption, �aϕ,¬ϕ 0 ⊥, i.e. both
�aϕ and ¬ϕ are LI -consistent. The latter entails ` ♦a¬ϕ by the ♦-axiom, i.e. ` ¬�aϕ. But this
contradicts the consistency of �aϕ. ut

3.2 Semantics of LI

In the following we will assume an ÆI-model M = (W, {Ra, Sa | a ∈ I}, V ). Recall from Sect. 2.2
that for each agent a, Ea partitions the set of points W in a model into a-clusters. We can think of
an a-cluster as a representation of the set of points that an agent a finds logically possible. In the
semantics of LI , two different a-clusters will always represent the same space of possibilities as far
as the external world, including beliefs of other agents, is concerned; they differ only on the beliefs
they ascribe to agent a.

We can think of the a-clusters as a partitioning of the set of points W along one dimension.
Orthogonal to these lie the a-clusters, defined as the equivalence classes induced by the relation⋂
b∈I\{a} Eb. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, which depicts an a-cluster C and an a-cluster D. Note

that all points in D agree on the beliefs and co-beliefs of all agents except a.
The square representing C∩D consists of points which agree on the beliefs of all agents, i.e. points

which are equivalent modulo EI =
⋂
b∈I Eb. Equivalence classes modulo EI are called I-clusters.

An I-cluster B is Boolean saturated if the following condition holds for every subset P of the
propositional letters: There is a point x ∈ B such that for each propositional letter p, x ∈ V (p)
iff p ∈ P . Informally, B is Boolean saturated if the points in B span the set of all propositional
valuations. Hence, if B is Boolean saturated, then for every propositionally satisfiable set Γ of purely
Boolean formulae there is an x ∈ B such that �x Γ .

To define models for LI we are interested in ÆI-models that meet three saturation properties,
the first of which is:

(s1) Each I-cluster is Boolean saturated.
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x1

x2

x3

y1

y2

y3

ā-cluster D

a-cluster C
C+

W

Fig. 1. A snapshot of a model, showing an a-cluster which intersects with an a-cluster.

Let us say that a cluster selection is a set which consists of one and only one cluster for each
a ∈ I. A cluster selection is overlapping if the intersection of the sets in it is non-empty. The second
saturation property states that the model exhausts all possible ways of combining clusters:

(s2) Every cluster selection is overlapping.

The third condition employs notions which are easy to grasp from Fig. 1. Let us say that two points
x and y have equal Boolean force, written x ≈ y, if and only if they agree on propositional letters,
i.e. for each propositional letter p, x ∈ V (p) iff y ∈ V (p). Note that points are related in this way
across the model, irrespective of their cluster memberships. Let us e.g. assume that the six x and y
points in Fig. 1 have equal Boolean force.

Two points x and y in W are a-similar, written x ≈a y, if they are in the same a-cluster and
have equal Boolean force. Hence, if x ≈a y, then x and y agree on all formulae free of modality
a. The equivalence class of x modulo ≈a is denoted [x]a. If U ⊆ W , let [U ]a = {[x]a | x ∈ U}. In
Fig. 1 [x1]a = [x2]a = [x3]a and [y1]a = [y2]a = [y3]a. The two conditions defined so far entail that
every a-cluster span the whole set of possible states of affairs, given the language of agent a:

Lemma 8. Let C be any a-cluster in an ÆI-model which satisfies (s1) and (s2). Then [W ]a = [C]a.

Proof. Clearly, {[x]a | x ∈ C} ⊆ [W ]a. Conversely, assume that [x′]a ∈ [W ]a and x′ 6∈ C. Assume
that x′ belongs to the a-cluster C ′ and let S′ be any cluster selection which contains C ′. Let S be
S′ with C ′ replaced by S. By (s2), the I-cluster D = ∩S 6= ∅. Let D ′ = ∩S′; note that x′ ∈ D′. By
(s1) there is an x ∈ D such that x ≈ x′. We must then have that x ≈a x′, i.e. [x]a ∈ [W ]a. The last
statement in the lemma follows immediately from definition. ut

Let us say that a subset X of [W ]a is definable if there is a set Γ of formulae free of modality a
such that for each point x, M �[x]a Γ iff [x]a ∈ [W ]a. X ⊆ [W ]a is N-definable if the same condition
holds, but with the proviso that the modal depth of each formula in Γ is at most N .

Definable subset of [C]a

[x2]a [y2]a
[C]a

[W ]a

Fig. 2. The abstraction over W where each point is mapped to the set of all its a-similar points.
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[W ]a is an abstraction over W defined by means of a-clusters. Fig. 2 illustrates [W ]a constructed
over the W in Fig. 1. Note that for each point x and each set Γ of formulae free of modality a,
M �x Γ iffM �[x]a Γ (recall thatM �X ϕ iff (∀x ∈ X)(M �x ϕ)). We can hence without ambiguity
talk about a formula free of modality a being true in [x]a in [W ]a.

The belief state C+ of the a-cluster C is depicted in Fig. 1; assume that there is a formula ϕ
free of a such that ϕ is true at all points in C+ and false at other points in C. The corresponding
set [C+]a, depicted in Fig. 2, is then defined by ϕ. [C+]a is, more precisely, m(ϕ)-defined by ϕ.

The third saturation property reflects the intuitive meaning of the ♦-axiom in the form of
properties shared by all a-clusters. The condition can be conveniently expressed in terms of the set
[W ]a.

(s3) For each definable X ⊆ [W ]a and Y ⊆ [W ]a such that X ∪ Y = [W ]a there is an a-cluster C
such that X = [C+]a and Y = [C−]a.

An ÆI-model is saturated if it satisfies conditions (s1)-(s3). It is N -saturated if the clause
‘definable’ in (s3) is replaced by ‘N -definable’. A formula is valid if it is true in all saturated
models. It is satisfiable if it is true at some point in some saturated models and N -satisfiable if it
holds in some N -saturated model.

Proposition 1. Let Γ be a set of formulae whose modal depths are all less than a fixed integer N
and M = (W, {Ra, Sa | a ∈ I}, V ) be any N -saturated model. Then Γ is satisfiable iff it is satisfied
in M .

Proof. “If” holds since N -satisfiability trivially entails satisfiability. Conversely, let I = {a1, a2, . . . }
and assume that Γ is satisfiable. First, observe that there are sets Γ0, Γ1, Γ2, . . . such that ∪i≥0Γi
is satisfiable, where Γ0 consists of purely Boolean formulae and Γi consists of formulae with modal
depth ≤ N of one of the following forms: Baiϕ, baiϕ, Caiϕ or caiϕ. To see this, transform each
formula in Γ to a first-order formula and then use standard propositional reasoning.

Let Γ+
i = {ϕ | Baiϕ ∈ Γ} ∪ {>} and Γ−i = {ϕ | Caiϕ ∈ Γ} ∪ {>}. Let X be the set of all

[z]ai which satisfies Γ+
i and Y be the set of all [z]ai which satisfies Γ−i . Γ+

i then defines X and Γ−i
defines Y .

First claim: X ∪ Y = [W ]ai . To see this, assume the contrary. Then there are formulae ϕ ∈ Γ +
i

and ψ ∈ Γ+
i both free of modality ai, and a point z such that ¬(ϕ∨ψ) is true at [z]ai . By assumption

Γ is satisfiable; assume that M ′ satisfies Γ at u. By induction hypothesis M ′ satisfies ¬(ϕ∨ψ). By
Lemma 8, there is a point v in the same a-cluster as u which satisfies ¬(ϕ∨ψ). But then Baiϕ and
Caiψ cannot both be true at u, contradicting the assumption that u satisfies Γ . This proves the
first claim.

By (s3), there is an ai-cluster Ci inM such that X = {[x]ai | x ∈ C+
i } and Y = {[x]ai | x ∈ C−i }.

Second claim: M �Ci Γi. By construction it is clear that each formula Baiϕ in Γ is true in Ci. Let
baiψ ∈ Γ . By truth definition, Γ+

i ∪ {ψ} is satisfiable. By induction hypothesis this set is true at
a point in M , say z. By Lemma 8 and construction, [z]ai ∈ X and hence, M �Ci baiψ. The same
argument applies to formulae Caiϕ and caiψ in Γ . This proves the second claim.

Let C = ∩i∈ICi. By (s2) C is an I-cluster. By (s1) there is a z ∈ C which satisfies Γ0. By
construction, M �z ∪i≥0Γi. ut
Theorem 5. Let ϕ be free of a. If ϕ is satisfiable, then ♦aϕ is valid.

Proof. Let C be any a-cluster in any saturated model M . By Proposition 1 there is an x such that
M �x ϕ. By Lemma 8, there is a point y ∈ C such that x ≈a y, i.e. ϕ holds at a point in C. Thus
M �C ♦aϕ. ut
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3.3 Completeness and Soundness

Let M c be the canonical model for LI . Since LI is an extension of ÆI it follows immediately that
it is an ÆI-model.

Lemma 9. M c is a saturated ÆI-model.

Proof. It is straightforward to show that for all maximal sets s and t: (i) s and t are in the same
J -cluster iff s and t agree on all J -modalized formulae; (ii) s ≈a t iff s and t agree on all formulae
free of modality a.

(s1): Let C be any I-cluster in W c. Let Γ be ∩C. Γ contains the set of all completely modalized
formulae true at all points in C. Let P be any set of propositional letters and P be the set of
propositional letters not in P . By Lemma 6 P ∪ P ∪ Γ is consistent. By (i) and Lindenbaum’s
lemma it is contained in a point in C.

(s2): Let S be a cluster selection and S∩ = {∩C | C ∈ S}. By Lemma 6, ∪S∩ is consistent. By
Lindenbaum’s lemma it is contained in a maximal set, which proves (s2).

(s3): Let X and Y be definable subsets of [W c]a such that X ∪Y = [W c]a; let Ξ define X and Υ
define Y . We first show that (iii) if ϕ and ψ are free of a such that Ξ ` ϕ and Ξ ` ψ, then ` ϕ∨ψ.
By (ii), ϕ ∈ s for each s such that [s]a ∈ X and ψ ∈ s for each s such that [s]a ∈ Y . By Lemma 8,
for each s, either [s]a ∈ X or [s]a ∈ Y . Hence ϕ∨ψ is a member of every maximal set, and ` ϕ∨ψ
holds by Lindenbaum’s lemma.

Let Γ = {Baϕ\a | Ξ ` ϕ\a} ∪ {baϕ\a | Ξ ∪ {ϕ} is LI -consistent} and ∆ = {Caϕ\a | Υ ` ϕ\a} ∪
{caϕ\a | Υ ∪{ϕ} is LI -consistent}. We prove that (iv) Γ ∪∆ is LI -consistent. Assume not; then there
are formulae γ, δ, χ1, . . . , χm, θ1, . . . , θn free of a such that Baγ,Caδ, baχ1, . . . , baχm, caθ1, . . . , caθn `
⊥. {Baγ,Caδ} is consistent, otherwise there are ϕ and ψ are free of a such that Ξ ` ϕ and Ξ ` ψ and
Baϕ,Caψ ` ⊥. By the ♦-axiom, 6` ϕ∨ψ, contradicting (iii). Should Γ ∪∆ still be inconsistent, there
must be a χi such that Baγ,Caδ ` Ba¬χi or a θj such that Baγ,Caδ ` Ca¬θj. But by construction
of Γ and ∆ this is impossible.

Thus Γ ∪∆ is consistent. Let Γ ∪∆ ⊆ u and C be the a-cluster which u belongs to. To establish
(s3) it is sufficient to show that for each s ∈ C, s ∈ C+ iff [s]a ∈ X and s ∈ C− iff [s]a ∈ Y . We
prove the first. By definition and Truth lemma, [s]a ∈ X iff Ξ ⊆ s; we hence show that s ∈ C+ iff
Ξ ⊆ s. So let s ∈ C+. By definition, {ϕ\a | Ξ ` ϕ\a} ⊆ s; in particular Ξ ⊆ s. Conversely, assume
that s ∈ C \C+. By (i), there is a ϕ\a ∈ s such that baϕ\a 6∈ u. By construction of Γ , Ξ ∪ {ϕ\a} is
consistent, i.e. Ξ 6⊆ s. This completes the proof. ut

Theorem 6. LI is sound and strongly complete.

Proof. Completeness follows directly from Lemma 9. All rules except the ♦-axiom are valid for the
same reason as for ÆI (cnf. Lemma 1). To prove that the ♦-axiom is also valid, assume that ϕ\a

is LI -consistent. By Truth lemma, ϕ\a is true at a point s in M c. By Lemma 9, ϕ\a is satisfiable.
Conclude by Proposition 1. ut

Theorem 7. A formula ϕ is satisfiable iff it is m(ϕ)-satisfiable.

Proof. Assume that ϕ is satisfiable. By soundness, ϕ is consistent. It is hence satisfied inM c, which
by Lemma 9 is m(ϕ)-saturated. ut
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4 Example: Belief Representations with Defaults

We will in this section analyze the representation of supernormal defaults in the multi-modal lan-
guage. A default for agent a will be represented as a conditional of the form baψ ⊃ ψ within the
scope of an Oa-modality. The default conditional states that agent a believes ψ in case ψ is com-
patible with the rest of the beliefs. We will use κ for the rest of the beliefs and assume that both κ
and ψ are free of modality a.

The analysis amounts to breaking down a representation Oaϕ into a disjunction of formulae of
the form Oaϕ′, where ϕ′ is free of modality a. This is a special case of the Modal Reduction Theorem
addressed in Sect. 5.2.

To prove equivalences of the form ` Oaϕ ≡ Oaϕ′ we may argue semantically by showing that
M �C Oaϕ iff M �C Oaϕ′ for every a-cluster C in a model M ; provable equivalence then follows
by completeness. To this end, observe that if M �x ϕ ≡ ϕ′ for every x in an a-cluster C satisfying
Oaϕ, then M �C Oaϕ′. The following observation is also useful.

Lemma 10. Let C be an a-cluster in a saturated ÆI-model M , and let ψ be a formula free of
modality a. If ψ is satisfiable, there is a point x ∈ C such that M �x ψ.

Proof. By Proposition 1, ψ is satisfiable in any m(ψ)-saturated model. Since M is saturated, M is
also m(ψ)-saturated, and so ψ is satisfied in M . Let D be an a-cluster in M satisfying ψ. By (s2),
C ∩ D 6= ∅. Since all points in D agree on all completely b-modalized formulae, a 6= b, and since
C ∩ D by (s1) is Boolean saturated, there is a point x ∈ C ∩ D such that M �x ψ. Hence ψ is
satisfied in C. ut

Example 1. We will first analyze the only knowing formula Oaϕ1, where ϕ1 = κ ∧ (baψ ⊃ ψ). The
content of Oaϕ1 is made explicit by means of an equivalence which depends on the relationship
between κ and ψ. There are two cases, listed in the left column below. We shall in both cases argue
for the corresponding provable equivalence to the right.

1. κ ` ¬ψ ` Oaϕ1 ≡ Oaκ

2. Con(κ, ψ) ` Oaϕ1 ≡ Oa(κ ∧ ψ)

Case 1. By soundness, κ � ¬ψ. Let M �C Oaϕ1. Then C+ ⊆ ||κ|| ⊆ ||¬ψ||, and hence (i)
M �C Ba¬ψ. Let x be any point in C. IfM �x ϕ1,M �x κ follows immediately. Conversely, suppose
that M �x κ. By (i), M �x κ ∧ Ba¬ψ, and M �x ϕ1 follows by PL. This proves that M �x ϕ1 ≡ κ
for every x ∈ C, i.e. that Oaϕ1 � Oaκ. For the other direction, assume that M �C Oaκ. Then
C+ = ||κ|| ⊆ ||¬ψ||, and statement (i) holds. The rest of the argument is as for the first direction.

Case 2. Assume first thatM �C Oaϕ1. Then (ii) C− ⊆ ||κ ⊃ ¬ψ||. Since Con(κ, ψ), completeness
entails that κ ∧ ψ is satisfiable. By Lemma 10, there is a point x ∈ C such that M �x κ ∧ ψ. By
(ii), x ∈ C+, and hence (iii) M �C baψ. Let x ∈ C be any point such that M �x ϕ1. By (iii),
M �x ϕ1∧baψ, and soM �x κ∧ψ by PL. Conversely, letM �x κ∧ψ; x ∈ C. By PL, we immediately
have M �x ϕ1. For the other direction, assume that M �C Oa(κ ∧ ψ). Then C− = ||κ ⊃ ¬ψ||.
Statement (iii) then holds, and the rest of the argument is as for the first direction.

In [3], Halpern and Lakemeyer show in two examples that their logic can be used for nonmono-
tonic reasoning. The belief representations are only knowing formulae involving one supernormal
default. We will in the following two examples show that the logic LI can be used to carry out the
same derivations.
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Example 2. Let p be agent a’s secret and suppose he makes the assumption that unless he believes
that b believes his secret, he assumes that she does not believe it. We will now prove that if this
and κ is all he knows and if κ does not imply that b believes his secret, then he believes that she
does not believe it. Formally, we show

Oa(κ ∧ (ba¬Bbp ⊃ ¬Bbp)) ` Ba¬Bbp.

Our belief representation differ from the representation in [3] in that κ is added to the beliefs.
By meta-level reasoning, we have Con(¬Bbp). Since, by assumption, κ does not imply Bbp, we

furthermore have Con(κ ∧ ¬Bbp). The consistency of κ ∧ ¬Bbp is used in an essential way in the
derivation (line 6). Let ϕ denote κ ∧ (ba¬Bbp ⊃ ¬Bbp).

1. Oaϕ ` Baϕ Def. O
2. Oaϕ ` Ba¬BaBbp ⊃ Ba¬Bbp 1, normal logic
3. Oaϕ ` ¬BaBbp ⊃ Ba¬Bbp 2, ÆI

4. Oaϕ ` Ca¬ϕ Def. O
5. Oaϕ ` Ca(κ ⊃ Bbp) 4, PL, normal logic
6. Oaϕ ` ♦a(κ ∧ ¬Bbp) ♦-axiom
7. Oaϕ ` Ca(κ ⊃ Bbp) ⊃ ¬Ba(κ ⊃ Bbp) 6, Def ♦, PL
8. Oaϕ ` ¬Ba(κ ⊃ Bbp) 5, 7, MP
9. Oaϕ ` ¬BaBbp 8, normal logic
10. Oaϕ ` Ba¬Bbp 3, 9, MP

In the third line, we made use of the modal reductive strength of the logic. Notice that a’s belief
that b does not believe his secret is retracted in case he learns that b has found out that p. I.e. if κ
is strengthened such that κ ` Bbp, line 6 does no longer hold. On the other hand we can prove

Oa(κ ∧ (ba¬Bbp ⊃ ¬Bbp)) ` BaBbp.

The belief representation in this example is of the same form as the representation in Ex. 1.
By the semantic argumentation in Ex. 1, however, we prove the stronger results that ` Oaϕ ≡
Oa(κ ∧ ¬Bbp) when Con(κ ∧ ¬Bap), and ` Oaϕ ≡ Oaκ when κ ` Bbp.

Example 3. In the second example of Halpern and Lakemeyer, they show how one agent reasons
about another agent’s defeasible reasoning. The letter p stands for “Tweety flies”. The scenario is
that agent b believes that all agent a knows is that, by default, Tweety flies. It is then derivable
that b believes that a believes that Tweety flies. Formally, it is shown that

BbOa(bap ⊃ p) ` BbBap.

In the same pattern as in the previous example, with Bbp replaced with ¬p and the ♦-axiom
applied to p, we may show that Oa(bap ⊃ p) ` Bap. The desired result is then obtained by normal
logic. Notice again that by the reasoning of Ex. 1, we may easily prove the stronger result that
` Oa(bap ⊃ p) ≡ Oap.

Example 4. We will in this example continue the the semantic reasoning carried out in Ex. 1. With
more than one default there is a chance of mutual conflicts. Let us address the belief representation
Oaϕ2, where

ϕ2 = κ ∧ (baψ ⊃ ψ) ∧ (baγ ⊃ γ).
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The content of this belief representation depends on the two default conditionals and the relationship
between κ, one the one hand, and ψ and γ on the other hand. The four cases to be analyzed are
listed below along with their corresponding equivalents.

1. κ ` ¬ψ ∧ ¬γ ` Oaϕ2 ≡ Oaκ

2. κ ` ¬ψ and Con(κ, γ) ` Oaϕ2 ≡ Oa(κ ∧ γ)

3. Con(κ, ψ), Con(κ, γ) and κ ` ¬(ψ ∧ γ) ` Oaϕ2 ≡ Oa(κ ∧ ψ) ∨Oa(κ ∧ γ)

4. Con(κ, ψ, γ) ` Oaϕ2 ≡ Oa(κ ∧ ψ ∧ γ)

The case where κ � ¬γ and Con(κ, ψ) is clearly symmetric to the second case and omitted. In the
rest of the section, C denotes an arbitrary a-cluster in a saturated model M .

Case 1. By soundness, κ � ¬ψ∧¬γ. Assume first thatM �C Oaϕ2. Then C+ ⊆ ||κ|| ⊆ ||¬ψ∧¬γ||,
and hence (i) M �C Ba¬ψ ∧ Ba¬γ. Let x ∈ C be any point such that M �x ϕ2. By PL, M �x κ.
Conversely, let x ∈ C be any point such that M �x κ. By (i), M �x κ ∧ Ba¬ψ ∧ Ba¬γ, and hence
M �x ϕ2 by PL. For the other direction, assume that M �C Oaκ. Then C+ = ||κ|| ⊆ ||¬ψ ∧ ¬γ||.
Then statement (i) holds, and the proof is as above.

Case 2. Assume first thatM �C Oaϕ2. Observe that if κ ` ¬ψ, then ` ϕ2 ≡ κ∧Ba¬ψ∧(baγ ⊃ γ).
Then, since M �C Oaϕ2 and κ � ¬ψ, C+ ⊆ ||κ|| ⊆ ||¬ψ||. Hence (ii) M �C Ba¬ψ. Furthermore,
C− ⊆ ||¬κ ∨ baψ ∨ (baγ ∧ ¬γ)||. By (ii), C− ⊆ ||¬κ ∨ (baγ ∧ ¬γ)||, and so (iii) C− ⊆ ||κ ⊃ ¬γ||.
Since Con(κ ∧ γ), κ ∧ γ is satisfiable. By Lemma 10, there is a point x ∈ C such that M �x κ ∧ γ.
By (iii), x ∈ C+, and hence (iv) M �C baγ.

Let x ∈ C be any point such that M �x ϕ2. By (iv), M �x ϕ2 ∧ baγ. Since ϕ2 ` κ ∧ (baγ ⊃ γ),
M �x κ ∧ γ. Conversely, assume that M �x κ ∧ γ. By PL, M �x κ ∧ (baγ ⊃ γ). By (ii), M �x
κ ∧ Ba¬ψ ∧ (baγ ⊃ γ), and so M �x ϕ2.

For the other direction, assume that M �C Oa(κ ∧ γ). Then C+ = ||κ ∧ γ|| ⊆ ||¬ψ||, and
so (v) M �C Baγ and (vi) M �C Ba¬ψ. Let x ∈ C be any point such that M �x ϕ2. By PL,
M �x (κ∧Ba¬γ)∨ (κ∧ γ). By (v) it must be the case that M �x κ∧ γ. Conversely, let M �x κ∧ γ.
By (vi), M �x κ ∧ Ba¬ψ ∧ γ. By PL, M �x ϕ2.

Case 3. Assume first that M �C Oaϕ2. Observe that if κ ` ¬(ψ ∧ γ), then

` ϕ2 ≡ (κ ∧ Ba¬ψ ∧ (baγ ⊃ γ)) ∨ (κ ∧ Ba¬γ ∧ (baψ ⊃ ψ)).

Hence (vii) M �C Ba¬ψ or M �C Ba¬γ. Furthermore, (viii) C− ⊆ ||(κ ∧ ψ) ⊃ baγ|| and C− ⊆
||(κ ∧ γ) ⊃ baψ||. Since Con(κ, ψ) and Con(κ, γ), both κ ∧ ψ and κ ∧ γ are satisfiable. By Lemma
10, there is a point x ∈ C such that M �x κ ∧ ψ, and there is a point y ∈ C such that M �y κ ∧ γ.
If both formulae are satisfied in C−, (viii) entails that M �C baψ and M �C baγ, contradicting
(vii). Hence, there is a point x ∈ C+ such that M �x κ ∧ ψ or there is a point y ∈ C+ such that
M �y κ ∧ γ. Since κ � ¬(ψ ∧ γ), there are two cases. As they are symmetrical, we will only treat
the first.

If there is a point x ∈ C+ such thatM �x κ∧ψ, thenM �x κ∧ψ∧¬γ. Hence (iv)M �C baψ, and
by (vii), we have (x)M �C Ba¬γ. Assume first thatM �x ϕ2 for any x ∈ C. By (iv),M �x ϕ2∧baψ.
By PL, we get M �x κ ∧ ψ. Conversely, assume that M �x κ ∧ ψ. By (x) M �x κ ∧ ψ ∧ Ba¬γ.
M �x ϕ2 then follows by PL. Similarly, M �C ϕ2 ≡ (κ ∧ γ) if C+ satisfies κ ∧ γ.

For the other direction, assume that M �C Oa(κ ∧ ψ) ∨Oa(κ ∧ γ). Since ¬Con(κ, ψ, γ), M �C
Oa(κ∧ψ) implies thatM �C ¬Oa(κ∧γ). There are hence two cases. We will only treatM �C Oa(κ∧
ψ) as the other case is symmetrical. Since M �C Oa(κ∧ψ) and κ∧ψ � ¬γ, C+ = ||κ∧ψ|| ⊆ ||¬γ||.
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Hence (xi) M �C Ba¬γ. Furthermore, (xii) C− = ||κ ⊃ ¬ψ||. Since Con(κ, ψ), Lemma 10 entails
that there is a point x ∈ C such that M �x κ∧ψ. By (xii), κ∧ψ is satisfied in C+, and hence (xiii)
M �C baψ. Let x ∈ C be any point such that M �x ϕ2. By (xiii), M �x ϕ2 ∧ baψ. M �x κ∧ψ then
follows by PL. Conversely, let M �x κ ∧ ψ for any x ∈ C. By (xi), M �x κ ∧ ψ ∧ Ba¬γ. M �x ϕ2

then follows by PL.

Case 4. Assume first that M �C Oaϕ2. Then (xiv) C− ⊆ ||κ ⊃ ¬(ψ ∧ γ)||. Since Con(κ, ψ, γ),
there is by Lemma 10 a point x ∈ C such that M �x κ∧ψ ∧ γ. By (xiv) κ∧ψ ∧ γ must be satisfied
in C+, and hence (xv) M �C baψ ∧ baγ. Let x ∈ C be any point such that M �x ϕ2. By (xv),
M �x ϕ2 ∧ baψ∧ baγ. Then M �x κ∧ψ∧γ by PL. IfM �x κ∧ψ∧γ, M �x ϕ2 follows immediately
by PL. For the other direction, assume that M �C Oa(κ ∧ ψ ∧ γ). Then C− = ||κ ⊃ ¬(ψ ∧ γ)||.
Argue as above.

5 Finite Languages

In this section we address finite languages, i.e. languages in which the set of propositional letters
and the index set I (i.e. the number of different modalities) are finite. We are, moreover, particularly
interested in languages bounded by modal depth. To this end let the set Lk be defined as the set of
all formulae ϕ for which m(ϕ) ≤ k. The language of propositional logic is thus denoted L0 and the
set of formula free of modality a with modal depth no more than k is denoted L\a

k .
The language layers are conceptually significant since a belief Baϕ with m(ϕ) = k is a represen-

tation of a representation that agent a has in L\a
k . Moreover, a finite set Γ of formulae has always

an upper bound N on modal depth, and an analysis of Γ can be made by studying LN . This section
contains results of this sort.

5.1 Finite Model Property

Technically, Theorem 7 shows that in order to prove that LI has the Finite model property it is
sufficient that we for each ϕ identify a filtration set Σ such that (i) the filtrationM † of the canonical
model is indeed an m(ϕ)-saturated model and (ii) that the size of Σ is bounded by the size of m(ϕ).

To this end we shall define a finite set of formulae ΣN such that for every consistent formula ϕ
such that m(ϕ) ≤ N , there is a Boolean combination γ of formulae from ΣN such that ` ϕ ≡ γ.

Assume that the language is finite; let {p1, . . . , pn} be the propositional letters. An atom is
defined as a conjunction ±p1∧· · ·±pn, where ±pi means either pi or ¬pi. A molecule is a disjunction
of atoms. Let Γ be a set of formulae. An a-atom over Γ is a conjunction of the elements of a maximal
consistent subset of Γ \a, an a-molecule over Γ a disjunction of a-atoms over Γ .

By induction we define sets of formulae Σk. Σ0 is defined as the set of atoms. The set Σa
k+1 is

defined as the set of formulae that contains Baµ and Caµ for each a-molecule µ over Σk, and baα
and caα for each a-atom α over Σk. Σk+1 is defined as Σk ∪

⋃
a∈I Σ

a
k+1.

Note that the modal depth of an a-atom over Σk is k and that an a-atom over Σ0 is an atom.
Also note that in the inductive step of the definition we only prefix formulae free of modality a in
Σk with an a-modality. A consequence of this is that every formula in Σk is first-order.

Let α =
∧
∆ be an a-atom over Σk; ∆ a maximal consistent subset of Σ\a

k . Let ϕ =
∧
Γ be

a consistent formula such that Γ ⊆ Σ\a
k . If Γ ⊆ ∆, we will say that α extends ϕ. Note that if

α1, . . . , αm represent every extension of ϕ, then ` ϕ ≡ α1 ∨ · · · ∨ αm.
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Lemma 11. Any consistent formula with modal depth ≤ N is equivalent to a Boolean combination
of formulae of ΣN .

Proof. It is easy to see that a purely Boolean formula is equivalent to a molecule. A molecule is
a Boolean combination of atoms, and by construction, each atom is contained in ΣN . We need to
prove that given any formula Baϕ with modal depth ≤ N , there is an equivalent formula Baϕ′ ∈ ΣN .

We may without loss of generality assume that Baϕ is first-order, i.e. that ϕ is free of modality
a, and that ϕ is in disjunctive normal form. Let k = m(ϕ). We prove by induction on k that ϕ is
equivalent to an a-molecule over Σk.

The base case is when k = 0, and the result then follows by the initial observation. Suppose
inductively that k > 0, and let δ be one of the disjuncts of ϕ. δ is a conjunction of a purely Boolean
formula, (> if δ is completely modalized) and a completely b-modalized formula for each agent
b 6= a such that δ is not free of b. We will first transform δ to an equivalent formula δ ′ by replacing
each subformula with depth < k with equivalent formulae with the same modal depth, and then
transform δ′ to disjunctive normal form.

The purely Boolean conjunct transforms to an equivalent disjunction of atoms. By construction,
each atom is contained in Σk. A conjunct of the form Bbψ is such that, by the induction hypothesis, ψ
is equivalent to a b-molecule ψ′ over Σk−1. Let Bbψ′ be the transformation of Bbψ by the substitution
of equivalent formulae. The same transformation applies to formulae Cbψ. By construction, Bbψ′

and Cbψ′ are contained in Σk. By the same transformation, a conjunct of the form baψ may be
replaced by the equivalent formula baψ′. Let ψ′ = α1 ∨ · · · ∨ αm, where each disjunct is a b-atom
over Σk−1. By modal logic, bb distributes over disjunctions, so bbψ′ is equivalent to bbα1∨· · ·∨bbαm.
By construction, each disjunct is contained in Σk. The same transformation applies to formulae cbψ.
Let δ′ be the formula equivalent to δ after these substitutions of equivalent formulae. δ ′ is now a
Boolean combination of formulae free of a in Σk. Let δ′′ be δ′ on disjunctive normal form. Each
disjunct β of δ′′ is a conjunction of elements of Σk. Let β1, . . . , βm be the a-atoms over Σk extending
β. The disjunction β1∨· · ·∨βm is then an a-molecule over Σk equivalent to β. Since the disjunction
of a-molecules over Σk clearly is an a-molecule over Σk, this transformation of every conjunct of δ ′′

yields an a-molecule over Σk. The initial formula ϕ is now transformed to an equivalent formula ϕ′,
where ϕ′ is a disjunction of a-molecules over Σk. ϕ is thus equivalent to an a-molecule ϕ′ over Σk,
and by construction, Baϕ′ ∈ ΣN . ut

Theorem 8. LI has the Finite model property.

Proof. We use the same filtration construction as for ÆI , but while any subformula closed set
counts as a filtration set for ÆI this is not the case for LI . Any subformula-closed set is sufficient
for establishing that M † is an ÆI-model. However, we want to show that it is also an N -saturated
model, and to this end we use Sf(ΣN ) as filtration set. To prove that M † is N -saturated, we reason
similarly to the proof of Lemma 9, using Lemma 11 to establish N -definability of points in the
model. The theorem then follows from Theorem 7. ut

Decidability follows as a simple corollary to this result. Given that Halpern and Lakemeyer
have already showed that their logic (and hence LI) is PSPACE complete [3], this result is hardly
surprising. There are, however, other interesting results of Theorem 8 which we shall address below.
First another key notion.

Let L∗ be any sublanguage. We will say that a formula ϕ ∈ L∗ is a complete theory over L∗ iff
for all ψ ∈ L∗, either ϕ ` ψ or ϕ ` ¬ψ.
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Theorem 9. An a-atom over Σk is a complete theory over L\a
k .

Proof. Let α be any a-atom over Σk, and let ψ be any formula in L\a
k . By Lemma 11, ψ is equivalent

to an a-molecule µ over Σk. Since an a-atom over Σk is a conjunction of a maximal consistent subset
of Σ\a

k , two a-atoms over Σk are consistent iff they are equivalent. As µ is a disjunction of a-atoms
over Σk, α ` µ if there is a disjunct of µ which is equivalent to α. If there is no such disjunct, α is
inconsistent with every disjunct of µ, and so α ` ¬µ. ut

For L0, an atom can be seen as a propositional valuation. An atom is then a complete theory in
the sense that it provides a complete characterization of the external world with respect to a given
agent. The language L\a

k , k > 0, on the other hand can be interpreted as a language representing
the external world with respect to agent a, where the external world is characterized by a modal
language representing the cognitive state of every agent different from a. A complete theory for L\a

k
is then a complete characterization of the external world with respect to agent a.

5.2 The Modal Reduction Theorem

Let β be any formula. The Modal reduction theorem states that there are formulae β1, . . . , βm free
of modality a, such that

` Oaβ ≡ Oaβ1 ∨ · · · ∨Oaβm.

Moreover, each formula Oaβi is defined directly from one of the a-clusters satisfying Oaβ, and each
such a-cluster is represented by a formula Oaβi.

Given a formula Oaβ, let m(Oaβ) = N . The filtration set Σ is defined as ΣN closed under
subformulae. Let MΣ be the filtration of M c through Σ. Notice that since, by Lemma 11, any
formula ϕ ∈ LN is equivalent to a Boolean combination of formulae in ΣN , if ϕ is satisfiable, it is
satisfied in MΣ .

For notational simplicity, we will in the following usually denote points in the filtrated model
by the letters x and y rather than by the denotation |s| for equivalence classes modulo ∼Σ .

It is straightforward to define points and sets of points in the model from an agent a’s point of
view. Let x ∈WΣ and let X ⊆WΣ. Recall from Section 3.2 that [x]a denotes the equivalence class
of x modulo ≈a, and that if x ≈a y, then x and y agree on all formulae free of modality a. As we
will define x by the formulae free of modality a that hold at x, this definition defines every point in
[x]a. The formula [[x]]a is defined by the conjunction [[x]]a =

∧{ϕ | MΣ �x ϕ, ϕ ∈ Σ\a}, while the
set of formulae [[X]]a is defined by [[X]]a =

∨{[[x]]a | x ∈ X}. The relation between the equivalence
classes modulo ≈a and the definition of points in the model is summarized by the following result:

Lemma 12. MΣ �y [[x]]a iff y ≈a x iff y ∈ [x]a iff ` [[x]] ≡ [[y]].

Proof. If MΣ �y [[x]]a, x and y agree on every formula in Σ\a. The equivalences then follow by
definition. ut

Let C be an a-cluster ofMΣ and let C+ and C− be the belief part and co-belief part, respectively,
of C. The belief formula of C is defined as BelC =

∧
ba[[x]]a ∧ Ba([[C+]]a), where x ranges over the

elements of C+. The co-belief formula of C is defined as CobelC =
∧

ca[[x]]a ∧ Ca([[C−]]a), where x
ranges over the elements of C−. We state the following two technical results without proof.

Lemma 13. Each a-cluster C is uniquely characterized by BelC ∧ CobelC .
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Lemma 14. Let C be a bisected a-cluster. Then ` BelC ∧ CobelC ≡ Oa[[C+]]a.

Theorem 10. Let β be any formula. Then ` Oaβ ≡ Oaβ1∨· · ·∨Oaβm, where β1 . . . βm are formulae
free of modality a.

Proof. Let ψ be the first-order formula equivalent to Oaβ and assume that m(ψ) = N . By Lemma
11, ψ is equivalent to a Boolean combination of some formulae in ΣN . Assume first that ψ ∈ s,
s ∈W c. As ψ is a Boolean combination of formulae in ΣN , and MΣ is the filtration of M c through
Σ = Sf(ΣN ), we may apply the Filtration Theorem 3 to infer thatMΣ �|s| ψ. Let C be the a-cluster
containing |s|. Since ` ψ ≡ Oaβ, the Soundness Theorem entails thatMΣ �|s| Oaβ. By Lemma 4, C
is bisected. Lemma 14 is then applicable, and we may infer thatMΣ �|s| Oa[[C+]]a. By the Filtration
Theorem, Oa[[C+]]a ∈ s. This proves that ` Oaβ ⊃ Oa[[C+

1 ]]a ∨ · · · ∨Oa[[C+
m]]a, where C1, . . . , Cm are

the clusters satisfying Oaβ.
For the other direction, let C be an a-cluster in MΣ such that MΣ �C ψ, and let Oa[[C+]]a ∈ s.

Let D be the a-cluster containing |s|. By the Filtration Theorem, MΣ �|s| Oa[[C+]]a, and then also
MΣ �D Oa[[C+]]a. By Lemma 4, D is bisected, and Lemma 14 can be used to infer that MΣ �D
BelC ∧CobelC . By Lemma 13, C = D, i.e. |s| ∈ C. By assumption, MΣ �C ψ, and soMΣ �|s| ψ. By
the Filtration Theorem, ψ ∈ s. We have then proved that Oa[[C

+]]a ` ψ. As ψ is equivalent to Oaβ,
we have Oa[[C+]]a ` Oaβ for every a-cluster C satisfying Oaβ, i.e. Oa[[C+

1 ]]a ∨ · · · ∨Oa[[C+
m]]a ` Oaβ,

where C1, . . . , Cm are the a-clusters satisfying Oaβ. ut

Lemma 15. Let ϕ be a formula free of modality a. Then there is a unique a-cluster satisfying Oaϕ.

Proof. Let C be an a-cluster of MΣ satisfying Oaϕ, i.e. every x ∈ C+ is such that MΣ �x ϕ
and every x ∈ C− is such that MΣ �x ¬ϕ. Furthermore, any cluster satisfying Oaβ is by Lemma
4 bisected. Hence, C is the unique cluster satisfying Oaϕ, since for any other bisected cluster D,
either there is a point x ∈ D+ satisfying ¬ϕ or there is a point x ∈ D− satisfying ϕ. ut

Let m(Oaϕ) = N . We will say that Oaϕ is an explicit belief representation if for any completely
a-modalized formula ψ ∈ LN , either Oaϕ ` ψ or Oaϕ ` ¬ψ. In other terms, an explicit belief
representation is a formula that determines the agent’s attitude toward any formula.

Theorem 11. Let ϕ be a formula free of modality a. Then Oaϕ is an explicit belief representation.

Proof. Let C be any a-cluster satisfying Oaϕ. By Lemma 15, C is the unique cluster satisfying Oaϕ.
Let ψ be any formulae in L\a

N . Either ψ is satisfied by every point in C+, or there is a point in
C+ satisfying ¬ψ. In the first case, MΣ �C Baψ, and in the latter case, MΣ �C ¬Baψ. The same
argument applies to any Ca-modal formula. Since we without loss of generality may assume that any
completely a-modalized formula χ ∈ LN is first-order, the result holds for any Boolean combination
of completely a-modalized formula. Thus, for any point x ∈ W Σ, if MΣ �x Oaϕ, either MΣ �x χ
or MΣ �x ¬χ. The theorem now follows by the Filtration Theorem. ut

Related to the notion of an explicit belief representation is the notion of an implicit belief
representation, i.e. formulae of the form Oaϕ that allow ambiguity with respect to a-modalized
formulae. An implicit belief representation is a formula Oaϕ where ϕ is not free of modality a. By
applying the Modal reduction theorem, such formulae are reduced to disjunctions of formulae, each
of them an explicit belief representation.
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6 Summary

In this paper we have defined a standard Kripke semantics for LI , a multi-modal only knowing
system. By applying techniques from standard modal logic we have established completeness and
the Finite model property for the system. Also, we have showed soundness; by the peculiar nature
of the logic, we first have to show consistency, then completeness and finally soundness. By a careful
analysis of the filtrated canonical model we have also showed that the logic satisfies an interesting
modal reduction property.

The nature of the logic, and hence also its models, is complex and hard to penetrate. It is
possible to define a logical space syntactically in the core system ÆI and replace the ♦-axiom of
LI with this formula. An advantage of this is that is gives a better insight into the nature of the
models; in particular it makes all the options of beliefs explicit. An analysis of this is the provided
in the second author’s thesis [9] and is the aim of a follow-up paper.

Although the main results have not been previously published, they are contained in the first au-
thor’s doctoral thesis [10]. The proof of the Modal reduction theorem applies techniques introduced
by Segerberg [8] for the single modality logic in response to [10].
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